
On-order
bibliographic records

An on-order bibliographic (bib) record is defined as a record placed into the catalog without item in hand in
anticipation of its release date. This could be a full batchload of bib records, or it could be one at a time. To
help catalogers in the Missouri Evergreen Consortium (MEC), on-order bib records need to be easily
identifiable so as to set them apart from other bibs.

MEC has outlined two main ways to make these bib records stand out:

● Capitalize the full title, both 245$a and 245$b



● Reflect the item is on-order in the holding
○ On-order status
○ Barcode field and/or call number field identify item as on-order.

The On-Order bib in MEC

Once the bib is loaded into the MEC catalog, it is the responsibility of the first library/cataloger
with the item in hand to fix the bib record.

● Compare the bib record to item in hand, making any corrections to the record
● Change the capitalization in the 245 field to sentence case

FAQ:
Q: Can I add my holding to an on-order bib?
A: Yes! If you also are adding an on-order holding and don’t have item in hand, you should add it to the
existing on-order record.
Q: I have item in hand and it’s still obviously an on-order bib record even though someone has added their
holding to it. Can I still add my item?
A: Yes! This will take some getting used to, so we expect some challenges at first. Please make the
corrections to the bib record and add your item. We need everyone to take ownership of our catalog as a
cataloging community and contact the library that added the holding without editing the bib record.
Q: I’ve ordered something that is already in the catalog, so while my item is on-order, the bib isn’t on-order.
Do I change the 245 to all caps until I get my item in?
A: No. If there are already circulating holdings on the bib, do not change the 245 to all caps. However, just as
with any time adding a holding, check over the bib and see if it needs to be improved when you get the item.

http://moevergreenlibraries.org/cataloging/


Editing batch records in MarcEdit
If you are batchloading multiple bib records, there is an easy way to change the case of your 245 $a and $b
fields using the program MarcEdit.

1. Open the MarcEditor in MarcEdit.
2. Open your file of MARC records.
3. Navigate to Edit menu and choose Edit>Edit Shortcuts>Change Case>UPPER CASE

https://marcedit.reeset.net/downloads


After clicking UPPER CASE, a window will appear where you’ll put the field in where you want to change the
case. You need to do this twice, once for 245$a and again for 245$b.

All letters in the 245 $a and $b fields are now capitalized.

Save your file and load into MEC.


